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Maternal diet: a modulator for epigenomic regulation during
development in nonhuman primates and humans
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The importance of diet in health and disease has been well characterized in the past decades. Although the earlier focus of
diet research was in the context of undernutrition and the importance of adequate nutrient intake to prevent malnutrition, in
the current era of epidemic obesity the focus of our efforts has evolved toward understanding the effects of excess caloric
intake. The current surge in childhood obesity rates suggests a correlation of maternal metabolic syndrome and obesity with
programming of the fetal epigenome for metabolic diseases later in life. Alterations of the fetal genome, epigenome and
metabolome have been well documented in cases of maternal malnutrition, including both overnutrition and undernutrition.
It is of great interest and importance to understand how these divergent maternal factors regulate/program the fetus for
metabolic diseases, and we and others have observed that epigenetic modifications to the fetal and placental epigenome
accompany these reprogramming events. The following review summarizes recent studies on the effects of maternal diet and
obesity on fetal epigenetics contributing to adult diseases later in life by taking advantage of state-of-the-art genomic,
epigenomic and metagenomic techniques in nonhuman primate model systems.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization reports, obesity rates
have doubled since 1980, with 500 million people suffering from
obesity in 2008.1 The current global health epidemic of obesity is
considered a major contributor to the increasing prevalence of
type 2 diabetes, as well as atherosclerotic, cardiovascular and
hypertensive morbidity and mortality. In association with this
increase in adult obesity throughout the developed and develop-
ing world, there is an occurrence of disproportionate earlier onset
of obesity among children (infants to adolescents). Given such
anticipation (for example, tendency of the disease to appear at an
earlier age of onset and with increasing severity in successive
generations), the increased prevalence of childhood obesity
cannot be attributed to either environment or genetics alone.

According to Barker’s fetal origins of adult disease hypothesis,
perturbations in the gestational milieu influence the development of
diseases later in life.2,3 This supposition gains support from several
epidemiologic studies,4--10 as well as animal models of nutritional
constraint11,12 and uteroplacental insufficiency-induced intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR).13,14 These outcomes have been suggested
to occur through the static reprogramming of gene expression via
alterations in chromatin structure (epigenetic regulation).

In the past decades, epigenomic studies have provided great
insights into gene regulation and expression at various develop-
mental stages. Epigenetic changes can be considered as a
command to the genomic program that is species and tissue
specific. Although the genetic makeup of an individual can
predispose them toward these diseases, it is the epigenetic state
of an individual that can be programmed by events that occur
during development. The effects of maternal diet, microbiome
and environment on the fetal epigenome (Figure 1 and Table 1)
are currently being highly studied to elucidate molecular

mechanisms and pathways affected through these factors and
to dissect the exact role of obesity and/or diet in metabolic
diseases. The following review summarizes the recent advances in
our understanding of human and nonhuman primate (NHP)
epigenetics and how the memory/signature imprinted by various
maternal factors such as diet program the fetal susceptibility to
adult metabolic diseases that occur later in life.

OVERNUTRITION (HIGH-FAT/CALORIE-DENSE DIET)
In light of the underlying importance of maternal diet, the
prospective-longitudinal Southampton Women’s survey was
begun in 1998 to understand the effects of maternal diet, body
mass index and environment/social factors on the offspring.
Although the study is still ongoing, preliminary results indicate the
presence of two cohorts namely ‘prudent diet’ and ‘high-fat diet’
(HFD).15,16 For example, a recent study demonstrated that
maternal HFD during gestation led to increased mRNA expression
of gluconeogenic genes, elevated plasma glucose levels and
histone modification of the Pck1 gene.17 The methylation status of
several genes involved in metabolic, vascular and endocrine
function are altered because of changes in diet during prenatal
and/or postnatal life (reviewed in Lillycrop and Burdge18). Overall,
the consensus has been that maternal diet alters the epigenomic
regulation and signatures of certain genes during gestation, which
program the offspring to a higher risk of acquiring metabolic
syndrome-related diseases.19 In summary, maternal consumption
of HFD begins the cycle of ‘susceptibility to obesity and metabolic
diseases’ for the future generations through the epigenomic
signatures left behind by the altered consumption of HFD diet.
The only solution being ‘adequate/optimal intake of calories and
fat’ as confirmed by the NHP model of obesity.20,21
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MATERNAL METABOLIC DISEASE STATES
In the past decades, ‘obesity begets obesity’ has been commonly
stated by researchers. Obesity is a result of imbalance between
energy intake (diet) and energy expenditure (exercise) along with
genetic predisposition and alteration of maternal hormones such
as leptin, insulin, ghrelin and growth hormone. An European-
based project ‘OBELIX’ was initiated in 2009 to understand the
association between risk for obesity and metabolic syndrome later
in life due to prenatal and postnatal exposure to endocrine-
disrupting chemicals.22 Methylation of the leptin promoter is
altered because of HFD-induced obesity.23 A recent retrospective
epidemiological study demonstrated that the offspring exposed to
maternal diabetes have an increased cardiovascular risk profile.24

The possible effect of gestational diabetes in altering fetal
epigenetic mechanisms has been discussed in further detail
elsewhere.25 Thus, the altered metabolic maternal state has an
evident effect on altering the fetal epigenome and transcriptome;
resolving these observations with our findings in the Japanese
macaque will be of fundamental importance in the coming years.

NHP MODELS OF HFD EXPOSURE IN UTERO
Biomedical animal models are a boon for human medical research
and clinical applications. Researchers have been striving to use the
most appropriate model system to study human diseases,

depending upon the question to be addressed. For example,
mutation studies can be easily performed in rodent model
systems owing to the fast generation time and litter size, whereas
a porcine model has been traditionally used for neonatal medical
research. However, the ultimate goal has been to establish an
animal model that adequately mimics the human structure,
function and physiology. A NHP model could serve as a solution
owing to the results from fossil records and comparative genomics
that indicate that chimpanzees are the closest human relative
followed by gorilla, orangutan and the macaque, with the latter
sharing B93% identity even with a divergence time from humans
of 23 to 30 million years ago.26,27

Several studies using macaque models have been important for
our understanding of HFD, obesity, metabolic syndrome, diabetes
and cardiovascular disease.28--31 For example, a caloric restriction
study performed in the rhesus macaque demonstrated that a
reduced risk of atherosclerosis could be observed in association
with increased HDL2 levels and decreased triglyceride levels.32

Similarly, a Japanese macaque33 model has been successfully
developed by our collaborative group in efforts aimed at
understanding the impact on NHP fetuses exposed in utero to a
maternal HFD.21 With respect to the maternal phenotypic profile,
we have previously described that over time (for example, 3--5
years) two distinct maternal phenotypes become apparent among
our dams. These dams can be considered sensitive (HFD-S) or
resistant (HFD-R) to our HFD. HFD-S dams display a unique
metabolic phenotype in both the nonpregnant and pregnant
state. By the 4th year on the HFD, the HFD-S group demonstrates
a 435% increase in body weight, a 43-fold increase in insulin
AUC (area under the curve) in response to a glucose tolerance test,
a 45-fold increase in leptin levels (leptin/body weight ratio) and a
near doubling in body fat. However, fasting glucose levels do not
significantly differ in either the HFD-S or HFD-R groups despite a
significant alteration (control, 2.53±0.50; HFD-R, 2.81±0.70;
HFD-S, 7.87±1.50; Po0.05 for HFD-S versus control) in the
homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (or HOMAIR,
which serves as a general measure of insulin resistance in
reference to basal glucose and insulin). By comparison, HFD-R
animals retained similar body weight and metabolic phenotype as
the controls throughout the entire 4 years.20,21

In our initial studies establishing our NHP model of maternal
HFD exposure in utero, we demonstrated that a maternal high-fat/
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Figure 1. Overview of the maternal factors shaping the fetal epigenome and effects on fetal gene expression in adulthood.

Table 1. Epigenomic studies associated with high-fat diet

Finding Reference

In rats, maternal high-fat diet during gestation has been
associated with histone modification of Pck1 gene in
offsprings.

17

Alteration in methylation levels of leptin promoter due to
high-fat diet induced obesity.

23

In nonhuman primate model of maternal high-fat diet,
alterations in hepatic H3K14 acetylation levels have been
observed in the offspring.

34

Differential Npas2 promoter occupancy of fetal histone
H3K14 acetylation has been observed in response to
maternal high-fat diet.

35
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calorie-dense diet altered fetal hepatic chromatin structure and
led to alterations in fetal and postnatal gene expression.20,34,35

These observations supported our hypothesis that a high-fat
maternal diet leading to obesity modifies the gestational milieu
and profoundly influences the postnatal and fetal phenotype in
association with fetal histone (H3) covalent modifications.
Specifically, we observed that the fetal chromatin structure was
not globally altered but rather modified via site-specific alterations
in H3 acetylation with lysine-specific punctuate modifications (that
is, significant alterations in H3K14 but not H3K9 nor and H3
methylation demarcation); these occurred with appropriate and
anticipated alterations in their associative epigenetic machinery.34

We have observed that, although the maternal phenotype is
relatively mild, regardless of maternal HFD-R or HFD-S status the
fetus develops nonalcoholic fatty liver and displays an altered fetal
hepatic epigenomic profile. As the offspring are delivered in the
early final trimester of gestation (term being 167 days), appreciable
differences in overall fetal weight are avoided.

Of interest, we have shown that reversing the maternal diet in
year 5 from high fat to control (‘HFD reversal’) bears appreciable
differences on the fetal phenotype, with partial reversion trending
toward control values.21 Given that we observed significant
alterations in the maternal and fetal phenotype following in utero
exposure to a high-fat maternal diet, we aimed at characterizing
the full spectrum of epigenomic differences in our model system.
Specifically and consistent with those of other investigators,36 we
failed to observe a significant change in mean fetal hepatic mRNA
expression over offspring of control diet animals for MeCP2.
However, a significant modest increase in the expression of
Dnmt1 and a decrease in the expression of HDAC1 mRNA
occurred in offspring of animals exposed to a HFD. Moreover,
when we similarly examined gene expression differences in a
limited number of offspring, allowed to go to term and then killed
at postnatal day 30 (n¼ 3) following in utero exposure to maternal
high-fat or control diet for 2 years, we observed a persistent
alteration in affected gene expression. Thus, HDAC1 remained
downregulated in its expression in HFD-exposed offspring at
postnatal day 30. Consistent with our mRNA expression profile,
fetal nuclear extracts from offspring of HFD animals were
observed to be significantly relatively depleted of HDAC1 protein
and in vitro HDAC functional activity. Taken together, these initial
data illustrated the capacity of a calorie-dense high-fat maternal
diet to alter the fetal primate epigenome in an acetyl site-specific
manner on the H3 tail. Such site-specific ‘permissive’ or ‘restrictive’
modifications of the histone code were felt to likely associate with
the reprogrammed expression of fetal genes. These in turn
potentially favor the presumptive obese postnatal phenotype in
an anticipatory manner. Collectively, our observations lent a
potential molecular basis to the developmental origins of adult
disease in primates.

Leveraging these collective observations, we then set out to
study the serum metabolome of HFD-R and HFD-S dams, and to
test whether these observed phenotypes were transferred in utero
to the developing fetus. We then characterized the fetal
metabolome from dams fed control, HFD or HFD reversal. We
hypothesized that this approach would not only decipher the fetal
and maternal serum metabolome under maternal HFD conditions
leading to maternal obesity but also would potentially identify
candidate biomarker(s) associated with the development of
obesity. Together, in these initial studies,20 approximately 1300
chromatographic features were detected. Through MVDA, this
number was reduced to 60 possible metabolites, and using
comparative t-tests 22 metabolites were found to have statistical
significance (Po0.05) over the entire study period. By virtue of
maternal HFD alone, fetal phenotypic differences are accompa-
nied by altered metabolite concentrations of seven metabolites
(Po0.05). Altered serum concentrations of cholesterol, members
of the vitamin E tocopherol complex, glycine, aminomalonic acid,

citric acid and 2-hydroxybutyrate, ascorbic acid and a-tocopherol
were observed. Taken together, these studies provided the first
evidence that in primate fetal life maternal obesity and in utero
HFD exposure associate with elevations in 2-hydroxybutyrate,
which may serve as a marker for a correlation between fetal lipid
oxidation, hypertriglyceridemia and NAFLD.20

Armed with these intriguing differences across the epigenome
and metabolome, we thereafter sought to identify specific
reprogrammed pathways of interest in the developing fetus. By
using mRNA copy number analysis, we found that the compo-
nents of the peripheral circadian machinery were transcribed in
the NHP fetal liver in an intact phase--antiphase manner and that
Npas2, a paralog of the Clock transcription factor, serves as the
rate-limiting transcript by virtue of its relative low abundance
(10- to 1000-fold lower). We further demonstrated that exposure
to a maternal HFD in utero significantly altered the expression of
fetal hepatic Npas2 (up to 7.1-fold, Po0.001) compared with that
in control diet-exposed animals and is reversible in fetal offspring
from obese dams reversed to a control diet (1.3-fold, P40.05(ref. 35)).
Although the Npas2 promoter remained largely unmethylated,
differential Npas2 promoter occupancy of acetylation of fetal
histone H3 at lysine 14 (H3K14ac) occurred in response to
maternal HFD exposure compared with control diet-exposed
animals. Furthermore, we found that disruption of Npas2 is
consistent with HFD exposure in juvenile animals, regardless of in
utero diet exposure.35 In summary, these data suggest that fetal
and juvenile peripheral Npas2 expression is uniquely vulnerable to
diet exposure and notably HFD exposure in critical gestational
intervals.

Thus, comparison between maternal HFD-S (obese) and
resistant dams (lean) (alongside dietary reversal in obese gravidae)
reinforced this notion to support our summary findings that the
maternal HFD---and not maternal obesity---is probably the
significant and meaningful factor in altering the fetal epigenome
and metabolome.20,34,35

Further human cohort studies, using similar diet groups and
phenotypes, would confirm the maternal HFD effect versus the
effect of obesity. In short, maternal HFD consumption alters gene
expression and protein translation via DNA methylation and
histone and chromatin modifications. These fine-tuning changes
in genes lead to offspring susceptibility toward a wide array of
diseases/conditions.

MODIFIABLE MATERNAL FACTORS ALTERING THE FETAL
EPIGENOME IN HUMANS
Undernutrition (calorie and protein restriction)
Undernutrition has been of great concern for the developing
world. Seminal follow-up studies based on the Dutch Hunger
Winter and Nigerian famine during civil war have established that
children born during these periods acquired a thrifty phenotype
associated later in life with elevated cholesterol and triglyceride
levels,5 impaired glucose tolerance4--10 and higher body mass
index, resulting in a higher risk for cardiovascular disease.7--10,37

Through several previous studies, it has been shown that calorie
restriction during pregnancy hinders the fetal development and
programs the offspring for the thrifty phenotype.

For decades, the importance of maternal intake of folate,
vitamin B6 and B12 in preventing neural tube malformations and
protein restriction in avoiding the adverse effects of IUGR has
been widely understood (reviewed in Brown et al.38 and Simpson
et al.39). The amount of protein intake in developing countries is
lower owing to poverty, resulting in a carbohydrate-rich diet.
Protein provides the essential amino acids that the body cannot
synthesize, including methionine that is important in one-carbon
metabolism. One-carbon metabolism has an important role in
methyl transfer reactions, for example, methylation performed by
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DNA methyltransferases. Maternal methyl donor supplementation
has been shown to prevent inheritance of obesity in the
offspring.40 A recent study in an IUGR rat model demonstrated
that maternal protein restriction resulted in elevated cholesterol
levels in adult offspring mediated via histone modification at
cholesterol 7alpha-hydrolase.41 Uteroplacental insufficiency and
IUGR in the rat results in covalent modifications of chromatin
structure or changes in DNA methylation patterns, which leads to
persistent changes in postnatal gene expression.42 Protein
restriction leads to inadequate levels of essential amino acids,
that is, amino acids derived from the diet and not synthesized de
novo by the body. Thus, maternal protein restriction interferes
with proper functioning of one-carbon metabolism, which is
tightly coupled with the methyltransferases, leading to altered
epigenetic features.

The microbiome and metabolism
Previously, microbes were always mentioned in the context of
‘pathogens’ that need to be eliminated from the human body, as
they were viewed only in the context of disease burden. However,
we have come to appreciate that humans serve as hosts to
coevolving microbes residing in highly plethoric communities.
Indeed, microbiota are present from the time of birth, with up to
10-fold the number of microorganisms to adult human cells and a
collective genome (the ‘metagenome’) that exceeds our human
genome in terms of gene content by more than 100-fold.43

Moreover, we appreciate that the human microbiota are a
metabolically and antigenically vibrant and diverse community
that may function as mutualists (symbiotically beneficial), commen-
sals (of neither harm nor benefit) or pathogens (of host detriment).

The widely accepted notion of ‘obesity begets obesity’ is part of
the story, as we have seen a profound effect of diet in shaping the
microbiome community in the host.44 Several studies of interest to
this monograph are worth commenting on. First, Turnbaugh
et al.45 analyzed the microbiota of 154 individuals (monozygotic
and dizygotic twin pairs) comparing for leanness and obesity. The
results demonstrated shared microbiota composition between
family members, but each individual’s core microbiota varied in
specific lineages present. The gut microbiome was found to be
altered due to obesity when compared to the lean counterpart at
the phylum level, reduced bacterial diversity (in obese) and
altered metabolic pathways.45 Second, and just recently,
Wu et al.44 demonstrated the long-term dietary role in shaping
the human gut enterotypes. Detectable alterations in microbiome
composition could be observed because of diet within 24 h (high
fat-low fiber versus low fat-high fiber), but the enterotype identity
remained stable, thus concluding that enterotype identity is
associated with long-term dietary consumption. Thus, diet could
be viewed as a modulator (therapeutic intervention) to modify the
microbiome community.44

Obesity has also been associated with alterations in human
microbiome composition in turn affecting short-chain fatty acid
metabolism.46 Diabetes and diet have also been shown to alter
the gut microbiome, but there has been no causal relationship
described between altered microbiome and risk of obesity and
diabetes owing to confounding human factors.47 The importance
of symbiotic microbial community is undeniable. The coevolution
of humans and microbiota has led to a mutually beneficial state.
Hence, it is intuitive to think for example the presence of
organisms that use sugars/fat as substrates and metabolize them
to derive energy, thereby protecting the host against obesity.

Primate fetal development is thought to occur within an
intrauterine microbiota-free environment, and yet within a short
interval following birth the human microbiome colonizes and
‘differentiates’ until the adult complement of 90 trillion or so
microbiota is achieved.48 On the basis of a relative paucity of data,
it is proposed that the naive neonatal microbiome is first

established with rupture of the amniotic membranes, with further
microbiota being introduced as the fetus traverses the vaginal
birth canal. By the time of delivery, the neonate has been
successively exposed to the maternal vaginal microbial eco-
system.43 Passage through the vaginal canal is an integral part of
this process, as mode of delivery alters the neonatal micro-
biome.43 We recently demonstrated that the vaginal microbiome
is altered during pregnancy and also varies depending on vaginal
collection site.49 However, as a comprehensive characterization
of how the maternal diet potentially affects the developing fetal
and neonatal microbiome has not yet been undertaken, ascribing
dominant roles to maternal habitus or mode of delivery is
premature. With the emergence of state-of-the-art NextGen
sequencing methodology, great strides will be made in better
defining the beneficial effects and the factors altering the human
microbiome. The importance of understanding the link between
the human microbiome, the immune system and the host diet has
been extensively reviewed by other authors.50

In summary, studies validate the altered expression/presence of
microbial communities owing to altered physiological/phenotypic
state, but the cause--effect relationship is yet to be established.
Nevertheless, future studies could give us better insights into
maintaining optimal human health through microbial alteration.

CONCLUSIONS
Our current understandings underscore the importance of balanced
diet and maternal health. Undernutrition and overnutrition both
result in an altered fetal phenotype, which in adulthood is
susceptible to metabolic and cardiovascular diseases. The suscept-
ibility is based upon several maternal factors such as obesity, nutri-
tion, microbiome and environment, which alter the fetal epigenomic
regulation resulting in altered gene and protein expression. Currently,
NHP are crucial models to improve our understandings of
developmental origins of adult disease. The interdisciplinary research
has begun and would certainly help us further dissect the
interrelated mechanisms controlling our epigenome.
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